Outline for paper

First paper details the Origin and evolution of CRT screen displays, and the transfer from retired technology to CRT, to LCD, LED and Plasma displays. Slightly mentions the future of screen displays.

Past:

+ The evolvement of CRT requisite theory technology
Focus on introduce where and when did this technology start, who made it come true. And how did this technology evolve from green to mature.

+ The first CRT collection
Show different forms of the first CRT creation.

+ The incentive and predecessor of the CRT screen display
Mainly discuss what pushed CRT screen display to come true. And before CRT screen displays appeared, what kinds of technology and machines people used to replace it.

Present:

+ Sharply rise of LCD, LED and Plasma displays
The technology keeps moving, because of some shortages of CRT displays and new discoveries found in physics, people find other ways to make up the flaw and created fresh problems.

Future:

+ The era of anything is possible
As the world is changing faster and faster, a lot of conceptual production caught opportunities to face the world. Screen displays slowly transferring from limited on the program machine to any other medias around viewer.